
ROAD MASTER’S REPORT 
For the month of September 2019 

Roadwork: 

1. Replaced stop sign at Hillside and Lake Road due to being ran over. 

2. Repaired Rowe and Pond Hill signs both were in wrong direction. 

3. Replaced batteries in flashers on signs for Fall Run washout. 

4. Mowed Hillside, Harmony Hill, Fall Run, Glen & Allen.  All roads have now 

been mowed for second time this year. 

5. Installed 2 blue curb stoppers at handicap parkin area at new pavilion. 

6. Cut trees that had fallen down and removed from roadway. 

7. Removed gravel bar under railroad bridge (2nd time this year). 

8. Met with Kulick went over road chart. 

9. Blew grass off of new pavilion after each time yard was mowed. 

10. Noticed traffic signal at 187 & 6 had green light out.  Called Lecce Electric – 

they came and completed yearly maintenance at all 3 intersections.  They 

did say that the batteries for backup at Sheetz need to be replaced. 

11. Emptied trash at pavilion and new building weekly. 

12. Blew leaves off parking lot at new building for our open house. 

13. Repaired corner on Post road – needed more patch after we took pipe out. 

14. Patched Allens lane. 

15. Removed Wysox watershed sign from Smecks farm per PennDOT. 

16. Installed two different crosspipe on Rowe Road.  One being at Mechling’s 

driveway and 2 being at Chilsons’ driveway. 

17. Vestal Asphalt tar and chipped Rowe Road per request. 

18. Stock piled cinders – shed is full. 

 

Trucks and Equipment: 

1. Changed belts on mower. 

2. Replaced 3 hydraulic hoses on tractor. 

3. Greased backhoe and mower before each use. 

4. Checked fluids in all equipment. 



 

Office 

1. Replaced bulbs in cinder shed. 

2. Attended EMA meeting at new building with Kulick and Bob Lebo. 

3. Repaired old office fire exit door. 

4. Insulated ceiling above old office with Tuff-R insulation. 

5. Moved all boxes and maps from shed to new building. 

6. Old office is now gone all trucks are now inside.  We did rent a dumpster for 

removal. 

7. Made PA One call for pipe replacement at driveways – One on Hillside at 

Middaughs and one on Claverack at Ed Kulicks.  Kulicks does not have a pipe.  

We are putting one in per manager Kulick. 


